The Region’s Leading Manufacturers’ Representative to the Foodservice Industry

Introducing…

Experience the HRI
CULINARY SOLUTIONS CENTERS
first-hand contact us to
schedule an appointment

1-800-987-4122 HRI-INC.com Call: 586-771-0335 20515 Stephens, St.Clair Shores, MI 48080

Why HRI? Our Reps are masters of the foodservice equipment universe, at your service.
We provide the highest level of
experience, expertise and exceptional
commitment to the manufacturers
and customers we serve.

q Equipment Needs Analysis

q Hospitals/Healthcare

q Short- and Long-Term Budgeting Projections

q Corrections

q Equipment Demonstration & Start Up

q Menu Planning and Assistance with Prep
& Cooking Procedures

q Order Entry & Tracking
q Installation Supervision
q Direct Link to Factory for Issues/Concerns
q Service Coordination
q PM & Warranty Contract Offerings

You can count on HRI Reps to provide accurate
and specific information on all of the premier product
lines we represent. Our representatives’ mastery of
the industry ranges from technical aspects of a piece
of equipment to application, installation, maintenance
and service.
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q Hospitality and Entertainment
q We can help you, please contact us

q Securing Bids

q Freight Claims

Tim Hainley
Tim has been assisting and supporting foodservice operators for decades with
reliable equipment and system solutions. Prior to becoming a manufacturer’s
representative in 1990, Tim worked at a major stainless steel and refrigeration
manufacturer building equipment and refrigeration systems for the
foodservice industry.

q Restaurants (fast-casual to fine dining)

Introducing…

q Specification Writing

q Tracking & Follow Up

Matt Buchanan
Matt Buchanan has been in the industry for over 12 years. He started on the
contract/bid side handling all quote requests and estimating. Matt has managed
a quote department for 3 years and covered West Michigan in a sales role for the
past 6 years. Matt graduated from Saginaw Valley State University and is CFSP
Level III accredited.

q Universities/Colleges

Acquisition of Equipment

q Education on Industry Trends and New Products

Steve Amos brings over twenty years of experience as a manufacturer’s representative to HRI. He has extensive experience and relationships within all facets of the
foodservice equipment industry. Steve has a long-term relationship with the School
Nutrition Association of Michigan, where he has served as a member of the Industry
Advisory Committee for many years. He is a graduate of Iowa State University and
has earned the CPMR and CFSP designations.

q Schools (K-12)

q Assistance with Conception, Selection and

q Equipment Layout Efficiency Proposals

Steve Amos

Every segment of the foodservice industry has its
unique set of requirements, opportunities, challenges
and trends. Because HRI has been serving foodservice
dealers, specifiers and end-users for more than
25 years, we know what works best in
our key markets:

HRI Reps can be a tremendously cost-effective
resource. Below are just a few examples of
how our Reps can bring value to you:

Step inside the center of
innovation and collaboration
for foodservice professionals
Welcome to the complete foodservice
experience: HRI Culinary Solutions
Centers. Located in Indianapolis and
Detroit, these centers offer foodservice
professionals a hands-on, sensory
exploration of the latest technology
and trends in this industry.
This collaborative blend of art and
science provides inspiration to create
innovative solutions, from higher quality
menu items to increased productivity
and efficiency.

You can count on HRI Reps to provide accurate
and specific information on all of the premier
product lines we represent—at no charge to you.
Our representatives’ mastery of the industry ranges
from technical aspects of a piece of equipment to
application, installation, maintenance and service.

Mitch Reilly – President
Not long after Mitch started in the foodservice and hospitality industry, he
became President and co-founder of HRI, Inc. in 1989. Mitch’s industry recognition includes the MAFSI Pacesetter Award, FEDA Leadership Award, NAFEM
Doctorate of Foodservice, NAFEM Award of Merit, and Foodservice Equipment
Reports magazines Industry Service Award. He is a past president and executive
committee member of Manufacturers Agents Association for the Foodservice
Industry (MAFSI). He has also served on Rep Advisory Councils for many of the
manufacturers he represents. Mitch has a BS in Finance from Indiana University
and has earned CPMR, CFSP Level 1 and ServeSafe designations.

We know your market

HRI. A value-added resource
for you, our customer.

q Equipment Payback Analysis/Energy Audit

Serving Michigan

Serving Indiana

Tom Auman
Tom joined HRI in 1991, but his foodservice experience dates back to his days as a
Foodservice Specialist/Cook aboard the USS Charleston. Since earning a degree in
Hotel/Restaurant Management from the Northwood Institute, Tom has been
exposed to every angle of the foodservice industry – from equipment procurement
to manufacturer’s rep – making him uniquely qualified to serve end users, dealers
and consultants alike.

Tim Christianson
Tim’s unique experience of more than 16 years, certainly qualifies him as a master
of the foodservice equipment universe. Having worked as an award-winning
Territory Manager for Hobart Corporation prior to joining HRI, Tim understands
what matters most to customers or foodservice operators. Tim has expanded that
breadth of knowledge to the many other top equipment brands offered through
HRI. He is a graduate of the University of North Dakota, is ServeSafe Certified
and CFSP II accredited.

Scott Robinson

Over the last 18 years, Scott has become a master of the game. Serving first as
a factory representative then a manufacturer’s rep, Scott has acquired a level
of knowledge, expertise, and attention to detail that makes him invaluable to
his clients and the HRI team. Scott is an active member of the Indiana School
Nutrition Association and is past Chairman of the ISNA Industry Advisory Council.
He earned his degree from Ball State University after playing football at The
University of Indianapolis.

Collaborate • Create • Innovate
Experience HRI CULINARY SOLUTIONS CENTERS
first-hand, contact us to schedule an appointment!
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kitchen.
Plan for success in every corner of the kitchen
Planning and purchasing foodservice equipment, from a single piece to an entire floor plan,
demands effort and time. At HRI, Inc., we have done all the homework for you, researching, identifying
and building partnerships with only the best manufacturers and product lines the industry has to offer.

REFRIGERATION
The coolest refrigeration
solutions available,
from walk-ins to
prep tables, and
everything in between.

STORAGE/HANDLING
Better systems to efficiently store
and protect valuable inventory
and supplies.

BAKING

Meet the rising demand for
product quality, and profitability
with best in baking equipment.

FOOD PREP

Bringing you the freshest ideas
in food prep from the
top names in the industry.

COOKING

Maximize on today’s hottest trends
with the masters of energy
efficient, durable cooking equipment.

SERVING

Serve satisfied customers with
innovative and inspiring serving
stations, displays and kiosks.

So whether you’re installing a warewash system, expanding a food prep station, or outfitting a
new site, you can count on HRI to provide the best of the best in reliability, dependability, flexibility
and durability for years to come.

CUSTOM FAB

Dish room systems and
key components customized
to perform; provide greater efficiency

HOLDING &
TRANSPORT
Store it, shelve it,
move it better with
durable, flexible
systems.

WASTE
MANAGEMENT

Save time, labor and money on
waste handling systems.

VENTILATION

Top systems to meet safety
requirements for
exhaust and fire protection.

CONVEYOR

Dish room systems
and key components
customized
to perform; provide
greater efficiency

WAREWASH

Save time, labor and money on
warewash systems.

The following pages provide a snapshot
of the premier foodservice equipment brands
available through HRI for every corner of your
foodservice operation.
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Clean up on energy, water and labor costs with the

For more than eight decades, Hobart has been the most trusted and reliable name
in commercial dishwashing, with the highest documented uptime. Today, the full line
of Hobart commercial dishwashers is also the most technologically advanced. From
utensil washers and undercounter machines to conveyor and flight-type dish machines, Hobart is synonymous with
durability and dependability in more foodservice and food retail operations than any other dishwasher in the world.

Aerowerks specializes in the design and manufacture of material handling
systems for the food industry. Aerowerks has earned a solid reputation for
innovative and efficient material handling systems, including soiled tray
handling systems, tray accumulators and more.

Aerowerks Tray Accumulator System
offers 5 times more tray storage
capacity and greater efficiency than
conventional belt conveyors by
utilizing vertical space.
Accepts trays of any size and
is designed to suit trayless
operations as well. Operators
receive trays and scrape, sort and
accumulate the dishware all in one place. Custom designed to meet
any foodservice operator’s challenging layout and unique needs.

WASTE MANAGEMENT

Six crucial elements of performance....four upgraded features

industry’s first choice in dishwashing and warewashing equipment.

Flight Type Dish Machines and Pulpers
Hobart FT1000 cleans up to 14,316 dishes an hour and saves operators up to $15,000 a year
in reduced rinse water and energy costs making it the most popular flight type dishwasher
in the industry. Features exclusive Opti-Rinse™ technology for 50% less energy and water
usage than comparable models, and optional “Energy Recovery” system that reduces energy
consumption as much as 16% or $3,200 per year.
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Soiled Tray Handling System
The key to a successful dishroom operation is the
ability to properly sort, scrap, and accumulate
ware in the dishroom. Aerowerks customized
soiled tray handling solutions are designed to
help cut costs and improve dishroom operations.
WastePro 1200
The WastePro 1200 can reduce your solid waste—including
food scraps, paper, plastic and Styrofoam—by up to 88% in
volume and save you up to $17,000 a year in the process.
The WastePro Remote System.
The engineered WastePro—the Remote System—separates the
pulper from the water press. They can be hundreds of yards
apart, even on separate floors. Like the close-coupled WastePro,
the pulper can be configured as either an undercounter or
freestanding.

SpaceMiser Tray Accumulator
For operations that need accumulation but
have a tight layout, the SpaceMiser is the
perfect solution. System frees up valuable floor
space with a unique design that utilizes
vertical space underneath or above the scrapping table to form a continuous loop from the
tray drop window to the dishroom. Can even
cover several stories in height.

Tray Make Up Systems
The Aerowerks Carousel Tray Make-up System can be made
up to any size to accommodate volume requirements. The
unit can also be fitted with drop in food holding units or
built to accommodate any roll in unit.

Aerowerks Tite-Turn Unloader
The Tite-Turn Unloader allows for a dish rack to
make the tightest 90° to 180° turn possible. It allows flexibility in dishroom designs to conserve or
free up Valuable floor space. The Tite-Turn
Unloader is available in clockwise, counter
clockwise, 90° & 180° models. The unit connects
directly to any conveyor type dishmachine.
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Hobart. The industry’s first choice in dishwashing
and warewashing equipment.

The Perfect Drink, Starts
with the Perfect Glass!
Hobart Advansys LXGe glasswashers give you
the quick, chemical-free clean you need to pour the
perfect drink every time. Undercounter Dish
Machines. Hobart undercounter dish machines
are the most popular in the industry, keeping
reputations spotless all over the world. The Hobart
LXe Undercounter Dishwasher packs best-in-class
cleaning power into a compact space, while saving
money in water, energy and training. Available in
both high-temp and low-temp models, the LXe
Base and Advansys LXe undercounter warewashers
are perfect for bars, coffee
shops, restaurants, and
care facilities. Units feature
PuriRinse, a cold-water rinse
that removes chemical
residue for better
beverage service.
TM

ENERGY STAR®
qualified with
Energy Recovery
system that
eliminates steam!

Advansys technology represents Hobart’s
unparalleled commitment to creating the
most advanced energy-, time- and
water-saving equipment on the market.

Three superior door-type options for
affordable Hobart dishwashing performance: AM Select is like two machines in
one–one for pots and pans, and one for
dishware, using just.74 gallons of water per
rack. LT-1 low temp chemical dishwasher
requires no booster heater or high voltage—plugs right into the wall, washes
37 racks per hour at 1.7 gallons per rack.
Advansys ventless unit features unique
“Energy Recovery” condensing cycle that
captures the water vapor and preheats the
inlet water up to 140ºF. No condensate
hood required.
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Hobart expands its reputation
for best in class warewashers
with the Next Generation C-Line

Conveyor Dish
Machines
Hobart CLe conveyor type
machines save energy and
water on every cycle with
Hobart-exclusive Opti-Rinse™
technology that uses less
than half the rinse water and
half the energy compared to
models without it. In fact, CLe
dishwashers can save you more
than $9,000 a year! Options
include a prewash tank and/or
blower dryer which will assist
in the ware drying process, and
Hobart’s energy-saving “Energy
Recovery” condensing cycle.

The new CLeN.

Hobart’s CLen Warewasher turns dish washing
into a science, using industry-leading technology
to rack up more clean dishes in less time.
Available in CLeN Base (New Doors + Pot and Pan Mode),
CLen Energy Recover (20% energy and water savings),
and CLen Advansys models(ASR + 20% energy Savings),
the CLeN is your clearest choice.

CLeN Conveyor-Type
Drain Water Energy
Recovery (DWER)
models provide up
to 20% energy savings
over the CLE series.
DWER models capture
the heat from existing
drain water and use it to heat the incoming
cold water prior to sending it to the booster
heater.

Taste the Drink not the Glass
The Hobart LXGeR

Door-type Dish Machines

As an innovator in this field, Aerowerks are constantly refining
their design and equipment to satisfy the customer’s needs.

The Hobart low-temp
LXGePR with PuriRinse

Automatic Soil Removal (ASR), available on CLen
Advansys models, actively removes food soil that was
missed during pre-scrapping to an external basket.
This keeps the wash water cleaner and for longer
periods of time saving money on chemicals,
water and energy.

Hobart’s exclusive Opti-Rinse and
Advansys technologies combine
to deliver industry- leading cost savings.

Ask about a FREE Energy Audit!

The Hobart TurboWash II
The answer for operators looking to save time and money.
Pots, pans and other heavily soiled cooking ware can simply
be placed in it, and the continuous flow of turbulent, heated
water provided by high-powered jets will break down the
baked-on food soil. With TurboWash II’s stainless steel pump
and impeller unit capable of
pumping 200 gallons of water
per minute over the ware,
operators are assured that even
the toughest dirt is blasted away.
With Turbowash II taking care of
the heavy work, there is a lot less
scrubbing and scraping for
your employees to do.

Pot, Pan and
Utensil Washer
Your operation now has the ability to
load the quick-cleaning machine with
a wide range of food-prep equipment,
including bowls, spoons, tongs, serving
ware, baking ware, sheet pans, mixing
bowls, deli pans, chicken spits, salad bar
containers and more.
Available in 10- and 20-pan capacities,
the front-load Hobart prep washers are
fully ENERGY STAR® qualified

Replace the drudgery of the three-compartment sink
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WASTE MANAGEMENT

Systems that decrease labor, energy and waste
for long-term savings

Go for a clean finish with an Insinkerator Power Rinse
waste collector, Disposer, or Waste Express Pulper.
It should come as no surprise that InSinkErator has
been making food service industry operations more
productive for over six decades — with equipment
solutions specifically designed for the food service
marketplace. From stores to schools, from hotels
to hospitals, our commercial garbage disposers,
waste reduction systems and hot water dispensers
are the number one choice.
InSinkErator is the #1 choice of food service
industry professionals worldwide.

AquaSaver® AS101 Control Panel
Fully programmable water saving control
panel. AquaSaver® acts as an on-demand
water saving system for InSinkErator®
commercial disposer systems. The AS-101
senses the load of the disposer motor and
regulates the amount of water necessary
for grinding and non-grinding situations.

The PowerRinse® Waste Collection System
improves kitchen efficiency by increasing
pre-rinse and scrapping speed, while reducing
bulk waste without grinding.
With PowerRinse, operators can now
double or even triple their speed.

Waste Express System
The Waste Xpress system processes
both liquid and solid waste, saving kitchen
staff time on waste separation and trips
to the dumpster. They can perform more
productive tasks in a cleaner environment.
Cleaning and maintenance are quick and
easy. Auger, auger screen and chute remove
easily for cleaning, without the use of tools.
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Innovative, smart ventilation solutions for any foodservice operation.

Gaylord has revolutionized kitchen ventilation
with systems known for durability, dependability
and meticulous attention to detail for more than 75 years.
With groundbreaking designs and relentless R&D, Gaylord
is dedicated to solving the two main priorities facing foodservice operators: energy savings and labor optimization.
Product lines include several types of hood systems, utility
distribution sytems, and more.

Utility Distribution Systems (UDS)
Designed for the demands of today’s modern kitchen, the Distributor provides every
required service—electrical, gas, hot and
cold water, steam, condensate return,
compressed air and chilled water—to the
cooking equipment, all in an attractive,
pre-engineered unit. Available in a variety
of configurations, including island, wallmounted and ceiling. Distributor delivers
the ultimate in flexibility, expandability,
safety, cleanliness and convenience.

AirVantage System (UDS)
Efficient, cost-effective and easy to use, AirVantage revolutionizes the way airflow is managed in your kitchen. AirVantage’s sensible heat-based system utilizes resistance temperature detectors (RTDs) mounted in hood canopies to detect
heat with improved accuracy and speed. Its flexible design takes our smart read
and react Demand Control Ventilation (DCV) technology to the next level.

Ventilation Hood Line
EL Series Ventilator The Gaylord EL
Series Ventilator is a robust, costeffective solution that is ideal for a
variety of light-duty applications.
ELX Series Ventilator
Achieves the lowest air volumes by
taking advantage of the thermal
plume that rises naturally from the
cooking process. Unique Gaylord
technology makes the system quieter
than any other hood in
the industry
ELXC Clean-in Place Ventilators
Gaylord’s revolutionary new ELX
platform, a water wash ventilator.
This clean-in-place wet technology
automatically eliminates grease
without having to remove, transport, wash and replace filters. Uses
up to 24% less water than other
designs, reducing utility costs and
saving energy.
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For menu items as diverse as today’s customers, get cooking with the latest and greatest products available.

Vulcan Fryers

The PowerFry redefines the fryer by
using Vulcan’s revolutionary Five
Pass™ heat transfer technology.
This maximizes uniform heat
transfer to the oil, resulting in faster
recovery and cook times.

Vulcan Ranges

With sizes and configurations to meet
a variety of needs, Vulcan convection
ovens are the industry leader.
Gentle air circulation and even heat
distribution for optimum cooking;
saves on operating costs with an
energy-efficient
heat recovery system.

Talk about a complete range of ranges!
From economy and electric ranges,
cheesemelters and stock pot ranges to
the high end Endurance™ Ranges built with
Vulcan’s legendary toughness, precision and
dependability and loaded with
innovative features.

HEATED HOLDING & TRANSPORT

Vulcan is among the world’s largest manufacturers’
of commercial cooking equipment, with worldwide
distribution of the broadest line of gas and electric
equipment. For over 130 years, Vulcan has been
recognized by chefs and operators throughout the
world for top-quality, energy efficient commercial
cooking equipment that consistently produces
spectacular results.

Vulcan Ovens

Vulcan offers a large line-up of fryers, from
entry-level models to the energy-efficient workhorse VK Series Gas Fryers, featuring FivePass™
technology for maximum efficiency. VK, TR, ER
and GR Series Fryers available with exclusive
KleenScreenPLUS® oil filtration system which
extends the life of cooking oil 200-400%.

Vulcan Heated-Holding
Vulcan Hot Cabinets
Keep foods hot and delicious from cooking to serving with Vulcan hot cabinets. Choose from institutional cabinets ideal for schools and restaurants,
the reliable VPT Pass Through Series, and a line of
non-insulated holding products. Energy-efficient
cabinet design for quicker preheating and recovery times, and rugged tubular steel frames hold up
to the rigors of any busy kitchen.

Vulcan Griddles & Charbroilers

Known for masterful design, precision
performance and state-of-the-art
innovation, Vulcan is also a leader in
Energy Star™-qualified products designed
to help operators maintain a profitable,
sustainable operation that is efficient,
productive and environmentally sound.
12

Rapid Recovery Griddle

Whether flipping pancakes,
burgers, or any ethnic cuisine in
between, restaurants prefer
Vulcan griddles and charbroilers
to keep up with daily demand.

V-Tech Charbroiler
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Deliver spectacular results!

Not just your baking oven any more!

Vulcan Steam
Super-heated for your super-demanding
customers. Vulcan’s full range of gas and electric
convection steamers deliver spectacular results
with faster cooking times. Our convection and connectionless steamers feature super-heated steam
for ultimate kitchen efficiency in your restaurant or
commercial operation.

Steamers and more.
Good food fast relies on quality steam products
sized and suited to your needs. Vulcan line
includes efficient, durable steamers, kettles, tilt
skillets, braising pans and more.

Vulcan Combi Oven

Electric Low Water Energy
Convection Steamer
Vulcan’s powerful stainless
steel C24EA-LWE Series
Steamer. It’s the first and
only ENERGY STAR®
qualified electric à la carte
countertop steamer, designed
to conserve water usage by
up to 90%. Less water means
less maintenance and scale

The simple design of the Vulcan combi oven
eliminates modes and provides a simple cooking
experience with only three knobs-time, temperature
and humidity. The Vulcan ABC Combi provides
performance without the known complexity related
to other steam ovens. Just simple controls with
exceptional cooking quality.
NEW! Brilliantly Simple.
Simply Brilliant.
Humidity adjusts automatically
with precision in the
Vulcan Combi Oven/Steamer—
no programming is required.
It has ultimate ease of use,
just set the temperature,
time and go. You can
train staff in less
than nine minutes.

Vulcan MiniJet™ Combi
Take complexity out of combi cooking so
you can take full advantage of the speed,
precision and versatility–all in an oven
sized to thrive in your kitchen.

Baxter is known for ovens that turn out evenly baked
entrées and perfectly crusty breads, and for the kind
of steam control that lends bagels a shiny finish and
guarantees moist and flavorful turkey.
Baxter combines advanced technology and enduring
construction in every commercial oven, proofer and
retarder they manufacture.

Striving to set the world standard of
quality and innovation in the cooking
and baking industries, Baxter offers
patented designs that produce the most
even airflow, ideal heat exchange,
and innovative steam control
for baking perfection.

Ingredient Bins
Known throughout the industry for durability, Baxter’s
one-sheet stainless steel ingredient bins are used for
storing any kind of dry ingredient used for baking—
flour, sugar, salt or baking powder.
Proofers
Modular designs lets you custom
fit your proofer to your rack
capacity requirements or into
available space. Patented
airflow system provided a
balanced, controlled proof that
minimizes product drying and
humidification system uses
multiple independent air ducts
for balanced humidity.

Effective January 1,
2016 all gas models
are ENERGY STAR®
qualified

Ovens
Every Baxter oven, is designed to be versatile and flexible enough to generate a wide range of products. Quality construction ensures attractive, long-lasting equipment,
while the advanced technology of Baxter’s precision heat, air and steam control means products that are perfectly baked each time.
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HEATED HOLDING & TRANSPORT

HOLDING & TRANSPORT

More options to keep foods hot and delicious
from cooking to serving

Metro has been the world’s leading manufacturer of storage and transport equipment in
healthcare, foodservice and commercial markets. Metro provides innovative wire and
polymer shelving lines for a wide range of applications.

Your search for the best selection of hot and cold holding
solutions begins and ends with Metro. From holding
cabinets for plated meals to rugged hot cabinets for
heavy-duty use, Metro delivers.

Metro Heated & Refrigerated Cabinets
Metro offers an impressive lineup, from non-insulated cabinets to mobile
heated units with “foamed-in place” insulation for superior heat retention,
energy efficiency, and extreme rigidity; plus a new Mobile Refrigerated
unit. Serve meals hot and on time every time, with the Metro Banquet
Cabinet MBQ series, available in many sizes for many needs.

Metro cabinets rugged
construction insures
they can take the
punishment of day-in-day-out
over the road transport.

The ultra light, super-strong
pan carrier designed to truly help
operators move hot & cold bulk
food more easily.
HOT

16

COLD

Heated Banquet Cabinets
Metro heated banquet cabinets are engineered to
withstand the heavy-duty use and abuse of the real world
while offering one-of-a-kind tools to help improve your
operation. Unique features like
white-board information panel,
ergonomic handles, and
hands-free kick latch
the tools you need for improved
efficiency and maneuverability.

Put productivity at your fingertips with better
storage and transport solutions.

An organized kitchen is an efficient one, from easy access to supplies and ingredients to accurate
inventory management. Metro, a pioneer in storage and transport equipment, is the preferred
choice of quality foodservice operations today. Metro offers a full line of innovative wire and polymer
shelving, work tables and carts, warehandling solutions, and more.

Shelving/Dollies
Choose from a complete line of shelving units, including all-purpose wire Erecta Shelving; adjustable Super Erecta Shelving with polymer mats; and durable, easy-to-clean MetroMax Shelving systems with polymer design for maximum durability, flexibility and food safety. Keep valuable dishware safe and accessible with Poker Chip Dish Dollies.Rugged,
antimicrobial design holds up in even the toughest environments.
Promote food safety with
MetroMax Drying Racks, an
efficient organized area for
fast drying of trays, pans,
lids, pots and
pot sink items.

MetroMax iQTM Top-TrackTM

Mobile Pan/Tray Racks
Portable Wire Prep Rack with food
grade cutting board provides the perfect
mobile storage and prep surface for slicing,
mixing, garnishing and more.
Accommodates
standard 18”x26”
(455x660mm)
trays and pans.

Utility Carts
Put your space to best use with mobile utility
carts, available in wire, solid and polymer
construction, including the Metro myCart
Series with ergonomic design and
antimicrobial shelves which inhibit the
growth of bacteria, mold, mildew, and
fungi that cause odors, stains, and product degradation.
Work Tables
Built for cleanliness and stability,
Metro HD Work Table features a seamless stainless steel work surface virtually eliminates “drumming.” Other
configurations and accessories also
available to meet varying needs.
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Prepare foods that will tantalize today’s “foodies.”

The mark of a professional kitchen and the foundation of freshly prepared foods is premium food prep equipment from
the leading brands Hobart and Berkel. For more than 100 years, both companies have established themselves as leaders
in products for the foodservice and food retail industry.
Slicers
Hobart and Berkel both offer a wide-range of slicers from
value to high-end in automatic and manual versions for the
ultimate in precision, ease-of-use and cleaning. HRI Reps
can help you select the best model for your operation.

Food Processors Keep up with the demand for
fresh, local foods with reliable food processing equipment. HRI offers the full Hobart line,
including bowl-style and continuous-feed
processors, food cutters, and salad dryers;
as well as the complete line of Berkel
continuous-feed and bowl-style
processors, and vacuum
packing machines.

Meat Room Equipment
Hobart meets all the needs of meat
room operations with meat grinders,
mixer/grinders, meat saws,
tenderizers, and more.

Hobart Mixer/Grinders

Hobart is the most popular and trusted brand
of mixer in the foodservice and food retail industry.
Its reliability and longevity are legendary.
The full lineup includes countertop and floor planetary
models, as well as spiral mixers, cutter-mixers,
and accessories.

Hobart Choppers/Grinders

Hobart’s new
180-lb. and 220-lb.
spiral mixers.
Designed specifically for
the unique, high-quality
dough needs of commissaries, bakeries and
large pizzerias, this is
the spiral mixer you’ve
been waiting for.

Hobart Tenderizer

Hobart Meat Saw

Berkel Vacuum Packer

Salad Dryers
Easy to use and easy to clean, Hobart salad dryers can
add up to three days to the shelf life of your greens
and reduce salad dressing cost by as much as 15%. The
ultimate in fresh, cost-efficient food prep.

Hobart Cutter/Mixer
Hobart Potato Peeler
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Hobart has made a name for itself with a full range of food prep and food machines, scales, cooking equipment,
warewashers and waste handling, and more. The Berkel name has become synonymous with quality foodservice
slicers, vacuum packaging equipment, food processors, and more.
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Appeal to the senses with eye-catching and
efficient serving stations, kiosks and more.

Multiteria is a manufacturer of unique, easily customized
modular food stations, serving stations and buffets that will
transform any foodservice operation. Innovative equipment
is designed to provide the advantage of complete portability offering the benefits of heavy-duty custom fabrication
merged with a completely modular design. Modular food
stations offer operators the ability to choose standard
counter units eliminating the time and expense of designing
custom counters. Whether you need serving lines or an action station, Multiteria has options catered to fit every need.
Essence Serving Stations
The modular-unit Essence line of serving stations lets you create a unique
look without the costs and hassles of custom-built units. Start with the
all-stainless welded construction and enhance the aesthetics solid surface
countertops, exterior panels, drop-ins, food protectors, lighting, and more.
All are interchangeable or replaceable making renovations a snap.

Mobile Breakfast Stations
Boost participation in your breakfast program with mobile units you
can serve anywhere. Designed to
feed 150-200 students at a time or
more with replenishment. Perfect
for breakfast in the hallway, in the
classroom or in front of school.
Mobile Coffee and Food Kiosks
Increase revenues without increasing your serving space or interrupting serving lines. Multiteria modular
mobile kiosks can be used for coffee,
breakfast on the go, grab ‘n go,
smoothie station or any take-away
program that will draw customers
and sales.
Meritage Serving Stations
Elegant line of serving stations designed with unique wood finishes, solid surface or
stone tops and European style food protectors. Designed for country clubs, hotels,
casinos, caterers and fine dining establishments offering
a touch of class and sophistication.

Grab-in-go solutions— superior self serve displays

HRI offers the right solutions to serve satisfied customers in any setting.
Introducing The All-New Multiteria Serving Lines.
These serving lines offer all stainless tubular fully-welded construction,
convertible sneeze guards, convertible hot/cold wells and many
customizable features...all designed to provide flexibility accomodating
change and providing versatility in the future. irresistible to your students....

A Fusion of unique
modular food station
design and innovative
refrigeration.
Multitiria and Structural
Concepts collaborative
solutions give you the best of
both...a win-win solution.

Bravura Serving Stations A fusion of modular design with custom touches for an
upscale appearance designed to maximize customer participation and increase
revenues. The Bravura line creates a retail environment or food court atmosphere that’s
both contemporary and functional.

The QS Series.
Predesigned
Counter Systems
Offering quick lead times
(ships in 3-4 weeks),
you choose counter style,
number of wells and front
panel color from a great
selection.
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Multiteria all new screen wall and traffic rails..
Seperate spaces without construction!
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merged with a completely modular design. Modular food
stations offer operators the ability to choose standard
counter units eliminating the time and expense of designing
custom counters. Whether you need serving lines or an action station, Multiteria has options catered to fit every need.
Essence Serving Stations
The modular-unit Essence line of serving stations lets you create a unique
look without the costs and hassles of custom-built units. Start with the
all-stainless welded construction and enhance the aesthetics solid surface
countertops, exterior panels, drop-ins, food protectors, lighting, and more.
All are interchangeable or replaceable making renovations a snap.

Mobile Breakfast Stations
Boost participation in your breakfast program with mobile units you
can serve anywhere. Designed to
feed 150-200 students at a time or
more with replenishment. Perfect
for breakfast in the hallway, in the
classroom or in front of school.
Mobile Coffee and Food Kiosks
Increase revenues without increasing your serving space or interrupting serving lines. Multiteria modular
mobile kiosks can be used for coffee,
breakfast on the go, grab ‘n go,
smoothie station or any take-away
program that will draw customers
and sales.
Meritage Serving Stations
Elegant line of serving stations designed with unique wood finishes, solid surface or
stone tops and European style food protectors. Designed for country clubs, hotels,
casinos, caterers and fine dining establishments offering
a touch of class and sophistication.

Grab-in-go solutions— superior self serve displays

HRI offers the right solutions to serve satisfied customers in any setting.
Introducing The All-New Multiteria Serving Lines.
These serving lines offer all stainless tubular fully-welded construction,
convertible sneeze guards, convertible hot/cold wells and many
customizable features...all designed to provide flexibility accomodating
change and providing versatility in the future. irresistible to your students....

A Fusion of unique
modular food station
design and innovative
refrigeration.
Multitiria and Structural
Concepts collaborative
solutions give you the best of
both...a win-win solution.

Bravura Serving Stations A fusion of modular design with custom touches for an
upscale appearance designed to maximize customer participation and increase
revenues. The Bravura line creates a retail environment or food court atmosphere that’s
both contemporary and functional.

The QS Series.
Predesigned
Counter Systems
Offering quick lead times
(ships in 3-4 weeks),
you choose counter style,
number of wells and front
panel color from a great
selection.
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Multiteria all new screen wall and traffic rails..
Seperate spaces without construction!
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HEATED HOLDING & TRANSPORT

Grab-in-go solutions— superior self serve displays

Maximize display appeal to customers, GRAB’n GO cases make merchandising Easy!
Now you can find space for all those cold items like salads, sandwiches, beverages, milk, yogurt and
more. Utilize the vertical space you have by displaying those products with Structural Concepts GRAB’N
GO cases engineered to work better, last longer, save energy, and minimize operating costs. Structural
Concepts is passionate about helping you present food that is
irresistible to your students....

Structural Concepts is the leading innovator of
temperature-controlled food and display cases for
the foodservice markets today. Structural Concepts’
pioneering, award-winning technology sets the standard
for ease of operation, longer life, and stronger performance, providing retailers with dramatically increased
sales and reduced operating expenses.
A refrigeration technology leader, Structural Concepts
is known for engineering innovation and dedication to
industry-leading research and development that make
their cases work better, last longer, save energy, and
minimize operating costs.

“Passion and Science are the key words that
drive Structural Concepts. The breadth
and depth of the company’s satisfied
customer base is testimony to the innovation,
quality, and value they deliver.”

Wine
Display

A Fusion of unique
modular food station
design and innovative
refrigeration.
Multitiria and Structural
Concepts collaborative
solutions give you the best of
both...a win-win solution.

Milk
Display

Heated
Display

Grab-n-Go
Self-serve display cases with EnergyWise refrigeration systems keep up with
cooling demand and maximize display appeal to customers, saving up to
$1,000/year in electricity costs. Available in a range of low-profile, drop-in
and countertop designs.

Reveal
Combination Convertible Service
above Refrigerated Self-Service Case
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Oasis CMIA
Multi-Temperature
Self-Service Specialty
Island Case - Refrigerated,
Heated, Soup Display end offers
versatility and dependability.

All new...Multiteria traffic rails.
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A wide range of custom remote
energy-saving refrigeration systems
for any application.

Demand for refrigeration is on the rise: meet it with reliability,
energy efficiency and new technology.

Traulsen has been the trusted
name in foodservice refrigeration
for 75 years. From refrigerators
and freezers to blast chillers,
prep tables, and more, Traulsen
sets the industry standard for
innovative, reliable, energy
efficient refrigeration.

Traulsen TBC-Series Blast Chillers
Undercounter, Reach-In & RollIn/Roll-Thru Models
TBC Blast Chillers take the guess work
out of safely cooling and monitoring
your cooked foods--enabling your team
to focus on their other important tasks.
Our easy-to-use control is complimented by the printing of complete
HACCP documentation after every chill
cycle, removing many of the chilling
challenges typically faced
by your operators. Best of all, our
ground breaking AUTO mode ensures
your food will get chilled regardless of
whether or not any additional buttons
are ever pressed. TBC Blast Chillers:
We make safe cooling (and operators’
jobs) easier.

“Trust. It comes from working with a company
known worldwide for the quality of its
equipment and the strength of its customer
relationships. You can count on Traulsen’s
equipment and
support for years
and years to come.”

Prep Tables
Keeping foods fresh and food-safe requires a prep table from the industry leader in
refrigeration. Every Traulsen Prep Table features the same durable, stainless steel
construction as its freezers, chillers and refrigerators; and, just as important, the same
commitment to making sure that it performs up to NSF 7 standards—and yours.

Traulsen Milk Cooler
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Reach-Ins
From the value-focused G-Series to
the premier R & A Series, Traulsen
has a refrigerator, freezer, dualtemp and hotfood holding cabinet
to fit the demands and budget of
any kitchen. Traulsen also offers
the industry’s widest variety
of one-, two- and three-section
reach-ins, roll-ins and roll-thru
refrigerators and freezers, all
designed to last a remarkably
long time.

Special Applications
Are you equipped to handle the changing
needs of customers, your operation, the
industry? Traulsen carries a full line of
equipment for special applications,
from 15°F and Fast Freezers to mobile
displays, milk coolers and wine coolers.

Blast Chillers
Traulsen Blast Chillers and
Quick Chillers move food
quickly and safely from
serving temperature to
storing temperature—from
135ºF to below 41ºF in
approximately 90 minutes.
This helps prolong the
freshness of ingredients and
reduce spoilage of product.
What’s more, user-friendly
features and
options can also improve
the productivity of the
entire kitchen.

Undercounter & Equipment Stands
Keep foods cool when the surroundings aren’t with Traulsen refrigerated
work centers. Advanced temperature maintenance system and high-end construction of Traulsen undercounter refrigerators and refrigerated equipment
stands bring longevity, reliability and innovation to high demand food prep.
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A PROVEN LEADER. American Panel is the leading manufacturer for
all of your cold storage, blast chilling and shock freezing needs.

American Panel is pleased to offer the next generation of foamed-in-place walk-in
coolers, freezers and insulated buildings. A unique new blend of the latest
manufacturing technology and advanced product features.
High Efficiency
Our foamed-in-place urethane is the ultimate insulating material currently available for walk-in construction.
Operating costs are significantly reduced as a result of
the high insulating values of panels manufactured with
urethane insulation.

Outstanding Value.
Superior design, efficient
manufacturing process,
skilled craftsmenship,
advanced features and
customer support....
they all add up to
best walk-in value
you can find !

Ultimate Flexibility

Virtually any cold storage requirement can be met
using American Panel walk-ins. Restaurants, hotels,
hospitals, convenience stores, supermarkets, schools,
prisons, bulk storage warehouses and multiple other
institutions all have highly specialized needs. Rather
than over-specify or under-specify, we provide
equipment that exactly matches the job at hand.

very American Panel walk-in is
equipped with a full complement of
standard accessories designed to
meet the needs of a broad range of
end users. However, depending on
your particular requirements, you may
wish to include additional options and
features. American Panel can provide
every item for even the most sophisticated of applications.

Monitoring Systems

Walk-in Coolers and Freezers
.American panel uses a “Cam-Lock” joining
mechanism to simplify installation and ensure
long-lasting, durable construction.

Reliable Performance

Exceptional Appearance
Top quality commercial
hardware, premium grade
metal finishes and attention to
manufacturing detail contribute
to the overall appearance of the
finished product.

Wine Coolers? YES!
At .American panel we strive to create
products that meet our
customers want.

Multiple Colors. Not only does American Panel provide exceptional appearance but
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Functional Design

numerous optional colors as well. This allows you to showcase product up front in your
business place or back of the house.

Choose from our complete array of engineered refrigeration equipment and accessories for the most efficient
and reliable installation possible. Our quality ensured
remote, remote quick connect, pre-assembled remote,
deluxe pre-assembled remote or quick connect selfcontained units are available for any indoor or outdoor
application. These units are assembled, built up and
performance tested right in American Panel’s factory
and carry standard and optional warranties.

Modular Design Flexibility American’s modular panel system is the most
comprehensive in existence, giving you the greatest degree of
design flexibility possible.

Consistent Quality
Perhaps the most thoroughly scrutinized production
process in the industry. Our dedication to zero defect
manufacturing and product reliability produces a top
quality, pre-tested walk-in that fits together precisely
and ensures a lifetime of dependable service.

At American Panel we are constantly striving to push the envelope
when it comes to offering the latest
technologies. Our latest introductions
are the System 100 & 200 walk-in
monitoring systems. Form and function are combined like never before
to give you unparalled features and
energy savings.

Blast Chillers
American Panel is proud to offer the largest line of blast chillers
and shock freezers on the market today. Ask your HRI team
about selection and the benefits of why you need a Blast Chiller.
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Everything Stainless including the kitchen sink!

Advance Tabco is the industry leader in everything stainless. The company
specializes in “Smart Fabrication” which utilizes the 7000 plus standard items
and gives operators the ability to customize those to fit their needs.

Rest assured knowing that your project is in the hands of one of the
most trusted and recognized names in the industry.

Serving, SLEEK SHIELD Sneeze Guards, Hot/Cold Serving Tables, Beverage Stations, Drop-In Hot/Cold Buffet Stations

Advance Tabco’s product line is vast including hand sinks,work tables,
clean and soiled dish-tables, chef’s stations, bar equipment,
hot/cold serving tables, floor troughs, racks, and custom-designed opportunities.

Hot Food Tables

Buffet Stations

Sleek Shield Sneeze Guards

No job is too big or too small for Advance Tabco.

Work Tables

• Product Quality • Product Value •Product Design & Aesthetics
• Service & Support • Sales Representation
• Product Inventory & Availability • Product Information Availability

Custom Fabrication

Beverage Stations

Refrigerated Cold Pan

Wet Bath Tables

Drop-in Cold pans

Back Bar Equipment

Sinks-Hand Sinks-Drop-in Sinks
Bar System
Portable bars

Underbar Equipment
LiquorRack

Dishtables- 3 compartment Sinks

Water Sinks

Drop-in Bar Sinks

Other Items

Floor Troughs
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Baking Pans

Drains
Universl Pan Racks

Utensil Storage and Table

Pass Through Shelf
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Hot and fast for customers on the go,
from boomers to millenials.

HRI. A value-added
resource for you,
our customer.
Ovention is a company driven by award-winning
innovation, integrity and a desire to solve problems
that others walk away from. That spirit of innovation
has produced a series of ovens and accessories which
meet the real world needs of commercial operators.

Our most versatile oven...convert from conveyor to shuttle!

The Conveyor
Our conveyor is 20% quieter than competitive units.

Ovention has just previewed it’s newest innovaton.
A first-of-its-kind IR/Air combination oven that blends
these two powerful cooking technologies without
sacrificing the effects of either on the food product.
Ask your HRI team about details!

Matchbox 1718/1313

UL-Rated, Ventless and stackable, each oven
uses Precision Impingement® technology –
the speed of a rapid cook without the loss of quality.

The Shuttle

Matchbox 360

You can count on HRI Reps
to provide accurate
and specific information
on all of the premier
product lines we represent—
at no charge to you.
Our representatives’ mastery
of the industry ranges
from technical aspects of a
piece of equipment to
application, installation,
maintenance and service.

How can we Help?

Manual Load Front -MiLO

Our versatile line of ovens allows you to pick a perfect option for
your unique needs – footprint, flexibility or volume.

Achieve cooking versatility with Ovention

Cook Time: 2:30 minutes
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Cook Time: 12:00 minutes

Cook Time: 4:30 minutes

Cook Time: 2;30 minutes

Cook Time: 7:00 minutes

Cook Time: 4:00 minutes

Cook Time: 6:30 minutes

Cook Time: 2:00 minutes

Cook Time: 9:30 minutes

Cook Time: 2:45 minutes

Cook Time: 12:00 minutes
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The Region’s Leading Manufacturers’ Representative to the Foodservice Industry

Introducing…

Experience the HRI
CULINARY SOLUTIONS CENTERS
first-hand contact us to
schedule an appointment

1-800-987-4122 HRI-INC.com Call: 586-771-0335 20515 Stephens, St.Clair Shores, MI 48080

